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7.1 Overview of Module 7  

Summary 

Module 7 explores the LEGS Response plan.  

In the previous modules of this course, we learnt how to use tools to develop each stage of the 
LEGS response. Module 7 explores how to consolidate this information into a Response plan. It 
provides a detailed explanation of what a Response plan is and how to complete it.  

Topic 7.3 is a Group Activity where participants continue working on the Response plan created 
during Module 5. These plans will be shared and discussed in the Live Workshop.  

 

SELF-PACED LEARNING GUIDE                   [+/- 120 MINUTES] 

Topics  

7.1 Overview of Module 7 

7.2 Response planning 

7.3 Continue the development 
of the Response plan from 
Module 5  

7.4 Check your Understanding - 
QUIZ #7 

Learning Outcomes  

After completing the Self-Paced Learning Guide-Module 7 
you will be able to:  

 Explain how the LEGS Response plan method links 
to the four stages of the LEGS Approach, 

 Describe the elements of a Response plan, 

 Integrate the LEGS core standards and cross-cutting 
themes into a Response plan, 

 Continue work to finalise the Response plan 
created during Module 5.  

 
 
LIVE WORKSHOP         [120 MINUTES]  

The Live Workshop will consolidate and build on your Self-paced Learning. 

Topics  

1. Overview of workshop 

2. Present Response plans 

3. Review Response plans 
and possible 
improvements 

4. Questions + recap. 

5. Action Planning 

6. Close of the RDC course. 

Learning Outcomes   

By the end of the Live Workshop-Module 7 you will be able to: 

 Critique the quality of the Response plan created by 
participants and make recommendations for 
improvement, 

 Identify and address outstanding questions and points 
of clarification related to the content of Module 7, 

 Develop Action Plans for using new skills and 
knowledge in your work.  
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7.2 Response planning  
This topic explains Response planning. In essence, a Response plan outlines what we will do, how 
we will do it, what we intend to achieve for a particular emergency situation, and how we will 
measure our progress and results.   
 

 

Video 7.1 - Response planning 

As you watch the video reflect and make notes on the following questions - 

 How does Response planning relate to the four stages of the LEGS Approach? 

 What are the elements of a Response plan?  

 What are the steps to create a Response plan? 

 
Click here to watch Video 7.1 - Response planning - 
https://vimeo.com/527427235/b619669a35  

 

 
 

  

https://vimeo.com/527427235/b619669a35
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Key learning points 

The following learning points are summarised from Video 7.1-Response planning.  

 

RESPONSE PLAN 
In the previous modules of this course, we learnt how to use tools in each stage of the LEGS 
response.  

Our final task is to pull together this information into a Response plan.  

Briefly, a Response plan lays out what we will do, how we will do it, what we intend to achieve for 
an emergency situation, and how we will measure our progress and results.   
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STEPS FOR CREATING A RESPONSE PLAN 
1. Decide the Technical Intervention and options (from the PRIM). 

2. Link the Technical Intervention to the relevant LEGS Livelihoods Objective (s). 

3. Write the intervention objective. 

4. Write the outcomes. 

5. Write a brief outline of the main activities that will be carried out to achieve the 
outcome (s). 

6. Write the indicators for the activities, outcomes and intervention objectives. 

 
Note that - 
 Indicators for activities will be process indicators, 

 Indicators for outcomes will be impact indicators, 

 Indicators for intervention objectives can be either process or impact indicators.  
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INTEGRATE THE LEGS CORE STANDARDS AND CROSS-CUTTING THEMES 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The LEGS cross-cutting Themes

 Gender and Social 
Equity

 HIV/AIDS

 Protec�on

 Environment and 
Climate
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KEY MESSAGES ON LEGS RESPONSE PLANNING 
 LEGS livelihoods-based objectives must be linked to each technical intervention, 

 Technical interventions can be complementary and sometimes are combined, 

 Decision trees can be used to identify the various options within each technical 
intervention, 

 Cash transfers are not mentioned in all the decision trees but may be considered as a 
mechanism for achieving the technical intervention,  

 The cross-cutting themes and relevant Core Standards must be integrated in the response 
for all technical interventions, 

 Process and impact indicators must be agreed at the design stage. 
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7.3 New Response plan – preparation for Live 
Workshop 

 
Preparation 

The Live Workshop activity involves further work on the Response plan developed during Module 
5.   

Read and makes notes on the following and be prepared to participate in the Live Workshop 
activity - 

1. Task instructions, 

2. You will be working in the same group as for Module 5.  

 

Task  

The Live Workshop activity involves finalising your Response plans.  You will be emailed a new 
template by your trainer, and before the workshop reflect on where you think your current Response 
plan can be improved. 
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7.4 Check your understanding – QUIZ. 

Quiz # 7 

This quiz enables you to check your understanding of the key topics covered in the Self-Paced 
Learning Guide of Module 7. 

The results help you identify which aspects you have good knowledge of and those aspects you 
might like to review before the next Live Workshop. 

You will be awarded a digital credit for successfully completing the following quiz and the Self-
Paced Learning Guide of Module 7. 

 

Click here to compete Quiz #7 - https://www.livestock-emergency.net/quizzes/7-check-your-
understanding-quiz/  

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations on completing the Self-paced Learning Guide for Module 7. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.livestock-emergency.net/quizzes/7-check-your-understanding-quiz/
https://www.livestock-emergency.net/quizzes/7-check-your-understanding-quiz/
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